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Message from Chairperson Michael J. Snee
I am writing this message from Chicago where
I am attending the annual Organization
of Agreement States (OAS) meeting. The
meeting led off with a good panel discussion
on the partnership and communication
between the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and the 37 Agreement States.
The agenda throughout the week is heavy
on radioactive source security issues. The
meeting is the largest OAS annual meeting
to date with over 130 attendees. Joining
me at the meeting are fellow CRCPD Board
members Joe Klinger, Jared Thompson, Aaron
Gantt, and Cheryl Rogers, each of whom are
representing their states at the meeting.

In addition to
representing Ohio
at the meeting, I
was pleased to be
invited by the OAS
Board to provide
an update on
CRCPD activities
to the OAS
members.
In my
presentation I highlighted a few of our Working
Groups and Task Forces that would be of
specific interest to the OAS members.
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These included the:
•

E-43 Task Force for Interagency Environmental Data
Sharing and Communication;

•

E-44 Task Force to Develop a Radiological Health and
Safety Protocol for Orphan Sources and Radioactive
Commodities Detected Upon Entry to the USA;

•

G-71 Task Force on Licensing Criteria for Source Recovery
and Packaging Operations; and

•

H-43 Task Force on Consistency of Application of Release
Criteria for Iodine Therapy.

Highlighted Working
Groups & Task Forces

Task Forces
E-43
E-44
G-71
and
H-43
“These
highlighted
groups show
the dedication
and great work
of the CRCPD
members in
our Working
Groups and
Task Forces. Of
course, these
few groups are
just the tip
of the iceberg
of all the
work that our
members are
doing on a wide
variety of topics
and issues.”

These highlighted groups show the dedication and great work of
the CRCPD members in our Working Groups and Task Forces. Of
course, these few groups are just the tip of the iceberg of all the work
that our members are doing on a wide variety of topics and issues. I
am still amazed during each monthly Board conference call at
the number of issues addressed by our Working Groups and Task
Forces and by the great work that is consistently put out by
these groups.
Yet another aspect of CRCPD activities will be showcased at the
24th National Radon Training Conference which will be held in
Charleston, South Carolina, on September 29 - October 1, 2014.
I hope that you will have the chance to join me in Charleston to hear
more on the work that our members are doing on various radonrelated issues.
Recently the invitation to submit topics for presentation at the 47th
Annual National Conference on Radiation Control that will be held in
St. Louis, Missouri, May 18-21, 2015 was sent out. I encourage you
to submit a topic for consideration and to join us in St. Louis
next May.
As always, please forward any other needs or issues that you have to
the Board so that we can put the resources of the CRCPD to work for
you. We are easily found at http://www.crcpd.org/contact_information.
aspx.

Mike Snee

v
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Greetings from
Your Executive
Director

Together We Can!
This has been a busy summer for many of our CRCPD members
and committees. It is really exciting to see progress being made
on a number of fronts. This issue of the Newsbrief features several
projects that have been in the planning stages for several months and
have culminated recently in successful major events. These include:
•

The first Nationwide Evaluation of X-Ray Trends
(NEXT) training to be held completely by webinar,
accomplished on July 30, 2014;

•

A nationwide background radiation drill using
RadResponder for real or near-real time environmental
data sharing; and

•

The use of the Radiation Operations Support Specialist
(ROSS) concept in a major IND (Improvised Nuclear
Device) exercise, Vibrant Response, held in Indianapolis,
IN, during the week of July 21, 2014.

Ruth E. McBurney, CHP

Highlighting
Projects & Successes

NEXT Webinar
RadResponder Drill

I have seen numerous e-mails regarding all three of these events
with glowing reports from our state and federal partners. It is a
true reflection of the dedication and professionalism of those involved
in these events.
In addition to the major happenings listed above, other ongoing
activities have taken place this summer as well:
•

We have received a number of new proposals for the
Radiation Response Volunteer Corps development
sub-awards under CRCPD’s cooperative agreement
with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s
Radiation Studies Branch. The HS/ER-10 Task Force for
Radiation Volunteer Development has been reviewing
the proposals and has recommended three for
immediate funding.

•

Several of the organizations with which CRCPD has a
collaborative relationship held their annual conferences in
June and July, including the Society of Nuclear Medicine
and Molecular Imaging, the Health Physics Society and
the American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
CRCPD’s liaisons to each of these organizations
participated in meetings with the leaders of those
organizations. CRCPD also had an exhibit at all of the

Vibrant Response
“I’ve received
glowing reports
from our state
and federal
partners. It is a
true reflection of
the dedication
and
professionalism
of those involved
in these events.”

Ruth E. McBurney

g
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conferences to provide outreach and networking regarding
activities of mutual interest to the members of those groups.

Executive Director
Greetings (continued)

•

The theme of National Council on Radiation Protection
and Measurement’s (NCRP) next meeting in March
2015 will be on regulatory issues, and several
representatives from state radiation control programs
have been asked to speak. It is great to see CRCPD
members involved in NCRP activities and programs.
CRCPD also has several members of NCRP’s Council and
technical committees.

•

The “Class A” collection for the Source Collection and
Threat Reduction (SCATR), which provided a mechanism
and shared funding for facilities in states that had not had
a waste disposal site to ship disused sources to for some
time, comes to a close under the one-year waiver that
allowed EnergySolutions to accept sealed sources. However,
the CRCPD’s SCATR program will begin its 20142015 disused and unwanted radioactive sealed source
collection and disposal effort in October 2014. CRCPD/
SCATR provides cost-shared support for the packaging,
transport, and disposal of Class A, B, and C sources with
access to a commercial disposal facility. For this collection,
licensees in all 50 States and U.S. territories are potentially
eligible for program participation. CRCPD and its federal
partner in this effort, the Department of Energy’s National
Nuclear Security Administration, are developing letters
for states to notify licensees of the latest opportunity. We
encourage radiation control programs to help in this effort.

On-going Activities

RRVC Proposals
Networking
with National
Organizations
Speaking at NCRP
Meeting in 2015
SCATR Program for
2014-2015

“It is great
to see CRCPD
members
involved in
NCRP activities
and programs.
CRCPD also
has several
members of
NCRP’s Council
and technical
committees.”

I have only highlighted some of the great work that has been
going on in the past couple of months at CRCPD in improving
radiation safety in the U.S.
Congratulations to our committed members who are making it
happen—together.

Ruth McBurney

v
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The 2014 NEXT Webinar
By Karen Farris, Co-chair, NEXT Committee

Over the last year, the NEXT Committee has been preparing for the 2014
NEXT Dental Survey. The committee has had several conference calls and
met in Atlanta, Georgia, on May 14-15, 2014 prior to the CRCPD’s annual
meeting. During our meeting, the committee made revisions to the survey
form that the states will be using to document and collect data during the
survey. In addition, the committee was preparing for the first NEXT
webinar that would be held on July 30, 2014.

NEXT WEBINAR

Between the May 14th and 15th committee
meeting and the July 30th webinar, a lot was
going on in preparation for the webinar.

•

Karen Smallwood made arrangements with the Food and Drug
Admistration’s (FDA) Winchester Engineering and Analytical
Center (WEAC) in Winchester, Maine, to host the webinar.

•

The committee members turned each section of the survey form
into a Powerpoint presentation and Lisa Bruedigan compiled seven
presentations into one presentation.

•

Bruce Hirschler of the CRCPD’s Office of Executive Director took
on the challenge of learning how to run the webinar and ensuring
that any information technology (IT) issues were addressed and
resolved.

On July 29th, final preparations were made for the webinar. Bruce was
working on IT issues with the staff at WEAC. Several dry runs of the webinar
were conducted. Jennifer Elee, Dave Spelic, Joji Ortego, George Eicholtz, Lisa
Bruedigan and I, went through the presentation which included learning how
to switch from one presenter to the next during the live webinar.
We did run into one small issue on July 30th. During the time that the
committee would be conducting the webinar, WEAC was having a retirement
party for one of their employees. There was concern that the individuals
listening to the webinar might hear the party in the background.
g
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The 2014 NEXT Webinar - continued
As the one o’clock hour approached, Bruce and Dave were still fixing a
few minor issues. To date, we know that 34 states participated in the
webinar. We also know that 94 computers were tuned in and that several
people watched via a single computer. The webinar went smoothly and the
committee believes it was a success.

NEXT WEBINAR

For those who were unable to watch the webinar
on July 30th, you can visit the CRCPD’s website for
access. A list of the questions and answers from
the webinar has been posted on CRCPD’s website:

http://www.crcpd.org/NEXT/NEXTDental%20SurveyWebinar_QA.pdf

We have already received feedback from several individuals who watched the
webinar on July 30th and most of the comments have been positive.
The committee sent out a Survey Monkey on August 12 to each participant
asking for comments on the webinar training.
I would like to thank the staff at WEAC, Dave and Karen from the
FDA, Joji, Jennifer, Gary, George, and Lisa for all their hard work and
effort to make this webinar the success it was. And finally, I would
like to thank Bruce for all his help, as without his IT expertise, we
would not have been successful.

v
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Nationwide
Background
Radiation Drill
Is No Longer a
Dream
By Adela Salame-Alfie, Ph.D.,
New York State Department of
Health, Chair, E-43 Committee

First Test
Real-Time
Environmental Data
Sharing

213 Responders

The First-Ever Nationwide Background Radiation Drill is No
Longer a Dream!
213 Responders from 40 States Participated!!!
By Adela Salame-Alfie, Ph.D., New York State Department of Health
Chair, E-43 Committee

The E-43 Committee for Interagency Environmental Data
Sharing and Communication has been working diligently to
complete its charges to improve environmental data sharing among
federal, state and local governments. On July 31, 2014, a total of
213 responders, representing 6 local, 40 state, and 23 federal
agencies, and 2 universities, participated in the first ever test
of real-time environmental data sharing and collected 21,844
measurements.
This drill was planned by the E-43 committee last May when we
met in conjunction with the CRCPD’s annual meeting. The E-43
committee includes members and advisors from eight states,
as well as from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
Department of Energy (DOE), Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).
The committee works very closely with folks from ChainBridge,
developers of the RadResponder platform used during this drill.

Agencies:
6 Local

The Goal of the drill was to:

40 State

“Execute a single nationwide drill where a large number of
organizations simultaneously utilize RadResponder to upload
and share data in a realistic manner.”

23 Federal
2 Universities
21,844
Measurements

Some of the objectives of the drill were to:
•

Provide a training opportunity for current and future
RadResponder users;

•

Evaluate the effectiveness of pre-drill and just-intime training materials and procedures developed by
ChainBridge;

•

Evaluate how the RadResponder Network responds to a
realistic stress test;
g
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The First-Ever Nationwide Background Radiation Drill is No
Longer a Dream! (continued)

Preparations
•

Evaluate the suitability of RadResponder’s existing data
management, data sharing, and data integration processes;

•

Evaluate the suitability of the Network for managing routine
environmental monitoring data; and

•

Collaborate with the DOE’s Consequence Management
(CM) Home Team to validate the data collected and develop
some data products (maps) for sharing during prescheduled briefings.

Six Webinars
by ChainBridge
Refresher
Just-in-Time
Training Sessions
Webinar
and
Telephone Line
Open All Day

Prior to executing the drill and to meet some of the objectives the folks
from ChainBridge organized six training webinars to make sure
participants were trained in the use of RadResponder, as well
as to ensure that they had accounts set up in advance so they could
participate in the drill. In addition to the pre-drill training, there was a
refresher/Just-in-Time training session the day of the drill, and there
were also a webinar and telephone line open all day during the drill to
trouble-shoot any last minute issues.
The webinar/phone line opened at 0600 Eastern Time the day of the
drill and the drill officially started at 0900 Eastern Time. Soon after
we began we could see that some responders were busy entering data.
All in all, a total of 213 responders participated entering 21,844
data points.
•

These data points were a combination of manual data entry
and 5362 data points fed automatically by New Jersey’s
program.

•

These were real data collected, uploaded to the
RadResponder website and shared across the
participants the day of the drill.

•

Responders were able to upload their data using smart
phones, iPads, iPhones, laptop and desktop computers.

•

In addition to these data, canned background
environmental sample results from different media provided
by the New York State Department of Health were uploaded
and added to the map.
g
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Data Use

Validated and
plotted on maps
Results compared
with USGS data
for background
radiation
Senior leadership
from EPA, DOE
and FEMA
saw“live” updates
of the maps

August 2014

The First-Ever Nationwide Background Radiation Drill is No
Longer a Dream! (continued)
As soon as the data were available, the folks from the DOE
Consequence Management (CM) Home Team began validating
and plotting them on the maps. The CM Team prepared three
briefings for the participants along with corresponding data
products (a.k.a. maps) that compared the results collected by the
responders with the existing USGS data for background terrestrial
radiation. Any discrepancies/abnormal readings were noted (see
sample briefing map below). It was interesting to find out that some
results appeared to have been collected in China… even though there
were only participants in the US, but we soon found out that the
longitude and latitude coordinates had been accidentally transposed
(ooops). I’m glad that happened during a drill, since that helped
us identify an important issue that we need to stress during future
trainings.
I understand that senior leadership from EPA, DOE and FEMA
participated in the drill and were able to see “live” updates of the
maps and listen to the briefings… which is no different from what
we would expect during a real (though I hope very unlikely) event. I
want to thank them for their participation!

g
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Special thanks
go to
Sara DeCair (EPA)
Dan Blumenthal
(DOE)
Sean Crawford
(FEMA)
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The First-Ever Nationwide Background Radiation Drill is No
Longer a Dream! (continued)
Of course we still have a lot to do. Our next step (after our After Action)
is to meet with the folks from the Exchange Network to look at ways to
streamline and automate our routine environmental data. Stay tuned
for future updates.
I would like to thank all of the “responders” and the participating
agencies for making this drill a success. We demonstrated not only
that it can be done, but that we can work together, and when we
do, we can accomplish amazing things.

Lee Veal (EPA)

To read DOE’s blog and FEMA’s newsletter accounts of the drill
please click on the following links:

Kay Foster (IL)

•

NNSA participates in cloud-based radiation data collection drill

Earl Fordham (WA)

•

NNSA tests cloud-based data-collection system

Jeff Day (LA
County, CA)

•

FEMA External Affairs Bulletin and select the August 4, 2014
publication

Patrick Mulligan
(NJ)
Frieda FisherTyler (DE)
Bill Irwin (VT)
David Howe (OR)

v

Jeff Eckerd (HI)
Debra McBaughScroggs and
Jim Hardeman
(CRCPD Lifemembers)
Steve Luke (DOE)
Wendy Pemberton
(DOE-CM)
and last but not
least,
Zach Green
and Bob Allen
(ChainBridge) for
all their hard
work and for
making this a
reality.

Congratulations to all on a fantastic team effort!
The effort started with about a dozen folks and has grown to
over 2,000 radiological emergency responders.
The nation has arrived at an extremely important and unique
milestone:
We are now able to immediately begin sharing
environmental radiological data with every state in the
nation and every federal agency.
A special thanks to our partners in this from DHS, FEMA, EPA
and DOE to all the staff at ChainBridge. What is especially
satisfying is that we can also thank participants in more than
two-thirds the states! Best wishes as you and your team carry
this to the next level.
Bill
William Irwin, ScD, CHP, CRCPD Chair-Elect
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The Role of ROSS in Vibrant Response
By Aaron Ward, Emergency Services Program Manager, Lawrence Berkeley National Lab

In the aftermath of a radiological or nuclear (R/N)
emergency, communication of key incident data
Vibrant Response: ROSS to decision makers is crucial to ensuring rapid
and effective response operations. The concept of
the Radiological Operations Support Specialist
(ROSS) was developed as a means to bridge the information gap at the local and
state level until the full compliment of federal assistance can arrive. The ROSS is
responsible for assisting Incident Commanders, Emergency Managers and Key Leaders
by developing or identifying applicable radiological response plans as well as making the
technical aspects of a coordinated response clear and understandable. This includes
explaining plume modeling predictions, radiological data and measurement results.
For Vibrant Response 14 the ROSS position was exercised at a local Incident Command
Post (ICP) and the State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC). Participation in the
exercise clearly reinforced the need for the ROSS position. The ROSS was effective at
assisting responders with incorporating radiological information into their tactical planning.
The ROSS was also able to assist federal partners by relaying the local and state request for
specific incident information and products. Utilization of the ROSS position provided
the subject matter expertise necessary to address issues such as dose assessment,
establishing responder turn-back levels and the development of messaging required
for both first responder and general public safety.
The concept of the Radiological Operation Support Specialist was developed through the
efforts of a working group sponsored by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear and Explosives Branch (FEMA’s CBRNE
Branch). The group consists of first responders and emergency management professionals
from across the nation, representing agencies and departments at the local, state and
federal government level. The working group has placed particular focus on addressing
the challenges local responders face in collecting, analyzing, and distributing radiological
information. The ROSS is envisioned to be a cadre of R/N Subject Matter Experts
(SMEs), from State and local jurisdictions. The ROSS will have, or receive, the training
required to explain plume modeling predictions and radiological data. Working within
the construct of the National Incident Management System (NIMS), the ROSS supports
the facilitation of situational awareness and assists with ensuring an accurate common
operating picture (COP) is developed for the response community. The DOE National
Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) is developing a companion position called a
“Radiological Measurements Support Specialist” who will support the collection end of
things. The position description or job task analysis of this RMSS have not been finalized.

v
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Vibrant Response
and the Radiological Operations Support Specialist
By Bill Irwin, ScD, CHP,(VT), CRCPD Chair-Elect

I had the great fortune to attend the Vibrant
Response 14 Exercise in Indianapolis the week
of July 21. The exercise was one of the biggest
Vibrant Response: ROSS
ever, and its scenario was a 10 kiloton
improvised nuclear device (IND) detonated
near downtown Indianapolis. I was asked to attend by the Department of Energy
National Nuclear Security Administration (DOE NNSA) as they are working with
the Federal Emergency Management Agency Chemical, Biological, Radiological and
Nuclear (CBRN) Branch on a new role called the Radiological Operations Support
Specialist (ROSS). The ROSS is a state radiological and nuclear emergency
subject matter expert who can work within the state’s incident command
structure at a county or state Emergency Operations Center or at an Incident
Command Post (OCP) near the incident scene. In a major emergency, a ROSS
would be helpful at various levels of the response organization.
Since this was a test of the
ROSS concept, I was followed
by two persistent, but pleasant,
evaluators. They documented
everything I did and the reactions
to what I did.
I started out at the primary
incident command post. It was simulated at the Muscatuck Urban Training Center.
It is a ghost town that has been converted into every kind of disaster site you
can imagine – derailed trains, houses under water, rioting prisons, a stadium
that might be used for evacuees and there is debris everywhere. There were
bed sheets hanging from windows and other makeshift signs communicating
the occupants’ desperate needs.

A

cronyms: Department of Energy (DOE)
National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA)
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN)
Radiological Operations Support Specialist (ROSS)
State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC)
Improvised Nuclear Device (IND)
Federal Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Center (FRMAC)

g
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Vibrant Response
and the Radiological Operations Support Specialist-

continued

When I arrived at the ICP, I introduced myself and integrated into the response.
Since I could access and explain DOE accident data products, and I could
explain to the incident management team what it was they were dealing with,
they were eager to listen.

Vibrant Response: ROSS
“I can truly say Bill’s
assistance was invaluable! He
was not only technically
knowledgeable but also
a forward thinker. He
stepped up to fill whatever
request I had for him and
fit in seamlessly with the
other staff in the SEOC, and
that staff included local
representatives, state of
Indiana employees, other
out-of-state employees, and
federal partners.”
Laura Dresen
CBRNE Programs Section
Chief at the Indiana
Department of Homeland
Security

I worked with the Planning and Operations
Sections most of the time and we were able to
produce some useful plans and tactics to protect
public health while preserving the safety of
responders. One of the most useful employed
the radiation triage, treatment and transportation
model (sometimes called RTR3) from the
Interagency IND Guidance.

On day three of the week-long exercise, I took the ROSS role
(and my diligent evaluator shadows) to the State Emergency
Operations Center (SEOC). Once again, I introduced myself,
told folks how I could help and shifted from one part of the
incident command structure to another helping to solve a
myriad of problems. I was glad to find Ken Yale of Michigan and
Steve Woods of California had been brought in as mutual aid to
augment the work of several Federal Radiological Monitoring and
Assessment Center (FRMAC) and Advisory Team members at the
SEOC. Sadly, the IND left more than 50,000 dead and several
hundred thousand more people with serious injuries, excessive,
perhaps lethal, radiation exposures and a long list of needs for
which there were only scarce resources.

g
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Vibrant Response
and the Radiological Operations Support Specialist-

continued

In the first few hours of day three, we learned the mayor had ended the
shelter-in-place order and allowed people in the moderate and light damage
zones and the dangerous fallout zone to evacuate before a way to assess
them for radiation dose and lifesaving medical
care was established. With the DOE, Indiana
decision makers and members of the
Vibrant Response: ROSS SEOC
joint information center, we devised a dose selfassessment plan. The DOE dose contour maps
helped people identify if they needed to promptly go to
“I want to express how
the hospital for care. We concurrently told those outside the
grateful I was for the
dose contours they needed to allow the health care system
opportunity to utilize the
focus on those who actually needed the care. The SEOC also
Radiological Operation
gave health care providers tools to assess their patients for
Support Specialist (ROSS)
estimated dose and needed care. The next day, we turned
in our State Emergency
Operations Center during our our focus to worker dose control. It was tough to find ways
Improvised Nuclear Device
to manage the doses of thousands of responders over a
exercise just over a week ago. geographic area that covered a third of Indiana, but we
Indiana has a rather small
had plenty of good people in every state support function
radiological program due
and every command area and general staff section to help.
to it not having any nuclear
power plants within the state
and being a non-agreement
state. For this reason during
a large radiological event
there would be a great need
to reach out for assistance
from local, state, and federal
partners for radiation
expertise.”
Laura Dresen

This was a wonderful experience, one of the best of my career.
I learned so much and found lots of great ways to help. I know
I could use at least one ROSS in Vermont who could go
to the ICP while I worked from the SEOC. I bet your state
could use a ROSS or two as well. I will describe more of my
experiences from Vibrant Response at the annual meeting next
May in St. Louis. I hope we can also discuss how states can
develop ROSSes and even how you might become a ROSS.

“I am completely sold on the support they can offer and would not want
to tackle an event like this exercise presented without support that I now
KNOW, the ROSS position can provide.”
Laura Dresen

v
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Introducing
CRCPD to
SNMMI

Introducing the Conference of Radiation Control Program
Directors to the Society of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular
Imaging (SNMMI)

By Angie D. Hill (AR)

The core mission of the Conference of Radiation Control Program
Directors (CRCPD) is to:

Meeting
with SNMMI

By Angie D. Hill, CRCPD G-66 Liaison Officer to SNMMI (AR)

“Promote consistency in addressing and resolving radiation
protection issues, to encourage high standards of quality in
radiation protection programs and to provide leadership in
radiation safety and education.”
CRCPD’s goal is to:
“Keep radiation exposure of the patient, worker, and
general public to the lowest practical level, while not
restricting the beneficial use of this valuable energy source.”
CRCPD’s objective is to :

“We were
able to build
stronger and
more vibrant
collaborations
with the
healthcare
industry
professionals
and with the
Society.”
Angie D. Hill

“Promote consistency in radiation protection practices,
provide leadership in radiation issues, improve efficiency
in radiation protection and enhance relationships with
members.” (www.crcpd.org)
The core mission of the Society of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular
Imaging (SNMMI) is to:
“Improve human health by advancing nuclear medicine,
molecular imaging, and radionuclide therapy.”
The mission of the SNMMI Technologist Section (SNMMI-TS) is:
“Dedicated to improving human health by advancing
technology and professionals in nuclear medicine and
molecular imaging.” (www.snmmi.org)
With this in mind, Ruth McBurney, CRCPD Executive Director,
and I attended the 60th Anniversary of the SNMMI Annual Meeting
during the week of June 7, 2014 in St. Louis, Missouri. We were
able to build stronger and more vibrant collaborations with the
healthcare industry professionals and with the Society.
g
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Presentation to
House of Delegates
Nation Council
Representatives
Technologist Group
Scientist Group
Physician Group
&
Leadership Meeting
with SNMMI-TS
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To achieve CRCPD, SNMMI, SNMMI-TS missions, goals and
objectives, along with the responsibilities of the G-66 Liaison
Officer’s position, I produced a CRCPD introductory PowerPoint
presentation, which was presented to the SNMMI’s House of
Delegates, National Council of Representatives, Technologist
Group, Scientist Group, and Physician Group and sent to all of
the SNMMI Chapters nationally. The presentation provided an
introduction to the CRCPD’s:
•

Objectives;

•

Organization and organizational structure;

•

Partnership with experts from numerous federal agencies;

•

Mission, purpose, goals, and objectives;

•

Types of memberships;

•

Working group emphasis and examples;

•

The Source Collection Threat Reduction (SCATR) program;
and

•

The Radiation Response Volunteer Corps (RRVC) program.

Ms. McBurney and I further elaborated on the SCATR and RRVC
programs in a private leadership meeting with the SNMMI-TS.
The agenda included:
•

CRCPD’s criteria for the SNMMI to participate in the
CRCPD business meetings;

•

Having the SNMMI give presentations during the calendar
year 2015 CRCPD Annual Meeting in St. Louis;

•

The role of CRCPD’s H-38 Committee on Radiation Medical
Events;

•

The role of CRCPD’s H-43 task force on the consistency of
application of release criteria for iodine therapies; and

•

The role of CRCPD’s SR-C working group for Suggested
State Regulations for Licensing of Radioactive Materials.

TOPICS
Introduction of CRCPD
Opportunties for
Participation
H-38 Committee
H-43 Task Force
SSRs for Licensing
Radioactive Materials
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Introducing
CRCPD to
SNMMI
(continued)

Networking
with SNMMI

“With over 5,700
professionals
present during
this annual
meeting, Ms.
McBurney and
I were able
to share our
information
with exhibitors
and healthcare
professionals.”

Andie D. Hill
The SNMMI has
more than 18,000
members, which
include physicians,
technologists,
scientists, physicists,
researchers,
pharmacists, and
others.

Ms. McBurney and I exhibited CRCPD’s first booth during this
SNMMI Annual Meeting. Our exhibit focused on providing
information about the CRCPD organization, the SCATR program,
and the RRVC program.
This was an exciting time for the CRCPD,
SNMMI, exhibitors, and healthcare
industry professionals to network. With
over 5,700 professionals present during
this annual meeting, Ms. McBurney and
I were able to share our information with
exhibitors and healthcare professionals.
The SNMMI and several exhibitors
expressed interest in providing
our information on their websites
and spreading the word about our
Ruth E. McBurney
organization, programs and resources.
and Angie D. Hill
The SNMMI has more than 18,000
members, which include physicians, technologists, scientists,
physicists, researchers, pharmacists, and others. Continual efforts
to collaborate with the SNMMI will be a great investment.
I discovered from this meeting that the CRCPD is the best kept
secret.
As a result of our initiative, the SNMMI and SNMMI-TS leaders
expressed great interest in working with the CRCPD and in the
programs that we have to offer.
In conclusion, thank you for allowing me this opportunity to
serve as CRCPD’s G-66 Liaison Officer to the SNMMI.

v
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Showcased
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SCATR
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AAPM Liaison Participates in AAPM Annual Meeting
and Activities
By John Winston

John Winston, AAPM Liaison, along with CRCPD Board Member Lisa
Brudigan (TX), several other members of the Texas Radiation Control
Program, and Ruth McBurney, Executive Director attended the
American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) 2014 annual
meeting in Austin. The CRCPD booth showcased the Physicist
Registry, Source Collection and Threat Reduction (SCATR), and
the Radiation Response Volunteer Corps (RRVC). Attendees gave
a great deal of positive feedback with regard to the convenience of the
physicist registry and how the SCATR program helped them dispose of
unwanted sources.
During the meeting, John attended several AAPM working group
meetings, the Government and Regulatory Affairs Committee
(GRAC) meeting, and the Professional Council meeting. The AAPM
continues to work toward providing medical physics practice
guidelines (MPPGs) intended to be used as a reference in
regulatory requirements. There is a great deal of interest in a more
detailed breakdown of who is accessing the physicist registry and
how we can better publicize its benefits to users. The inclusion
of “physicist assistant” in a state’s latest regulatory revision,
plus efforts to define the term by professional entities, lead to
an extensive discussion on AAPM’s role in providing their own
definition.
Other activities: CRCPD continues to provide public access to the
Physicist Registry on the website. AAPM and CRCPD representatives
discussed potential improvement of the current layout of the qualified
medical physicist (QMP) registry on the CRCPD website and how we
might promote its use. [Editor’s note: As a follow-up, CRCPD has
added the new QMP logo to the registry webpage.]
AAPM continues to provide web access to their technical information
to CRCPD Director Members.

v
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Assessment of Radiological Incidents Response Laws

Tuesday

By Abigail Ferrell, JD, MPA

The Public Health Law Program of the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) has published Public Health Preparedness:
Examination of Legal Language Authorizing Responses to
Radiological Incidents, an assessment of state and local laws that
authorize restriction of movement and decontamination of people
during a radiological event.

Special Announcement
New CDC Publication

The assessment is the result of a partnership
between CDC’s Public Health Law Program, CDC’s
National Center Environmental Health, Radiation
Studies Branch, and the National Association of
County and City Health Officials.

To view the document, visit http://www.cdc.gov/phlp/docs/phpradioactive.pdf

For further information, contact the principal researcher and writer
of the CDC’s Public Health Law News who is also responsible for the
Public Health Law Program’s communications activities:
Abigail Ferrell, JD, MPA
Legal Fellow, Public Health
Law Office
Office for State, Tribal,
Local and Territorial
Support
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention
404.718.6256
404.537.2325

v
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Announcements from NARR and EPA

NARR Webinar
September 18, 2014

New York State Clinical Data Management System:
Use for Medical Countermeasure Response and
Population Management

The National Alliance for Radiation Readiness (NARR) is hosting a webinar on
Thursday September 18, 2014 2-3:00 pm EST to discuss the use of the New York
State Clinical Data Management System (CDMS) system in medical countermeasure
response and its applications for use in a community reception center. Learn more
and register for the webinar on the NARR clearinghouse.

EPA’s new RadTown USA is here!
EPA RadTown USA

By Angela Shogren, EPA Public Affairs Specialist

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s student-focused radiation website,
RadTown, has launched with a new look and feel. This interactive, virtual community
provides information for students and teachers about different radiation sources,
links to additional information and all new graphics and content.
A new addition to RadTown is EPA’s Radiation Education Activities for middle and
high school students (grades 6-12) which includes lesson plans covering radiation
basics, sources of radiation, radiation protection, exposure versus contamination,
uranium mining methods, radon and more. All educational activities are aligned with
the Next Generation Science Standards and the Vocabulary Materials are aligned with
the Common Core State Standards.
Please visit the all new RadTown USA at www.epa.gov/radtown/.
If you have any questions or comments, please direct them to Angela Shogren at
Shogren.angela@epa.gov or 202-343-9761.

v
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CRCPD
Welcomes
CRCPD
New CRCPD
Welcomes
Members
New
Members

New Members

Director Members
Mary Navara (MN)
John (Jack) Priest (MA)
Jeffrey D. Semancik (CT)

July & August

Associate Members

Affiliate Members

Kayla Avery (AR)

William W. DeForest (NC)

John G. Fassell (CA)

Kal Fishman (FL)

Kelley Horn (IL)

Carol Iddins (TN)

Susan Jenkins (SC)

Thomas Ruckdeschel (GA)

Daniel Samson (NY)

John Shannon (TX)

David Scaturo (SC)

William G. West (GA)

Stephen Stoutenberg (TX)

Emeritus Member
Michael Klebe (IL)

v
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CRCPD Directory Changes

July & August
Page 15

CO

Remove Chastiti Etherton and insert vacant.

Page 16

CT

Remove Vacant and insert: Jeffrey D. Semancik, Director,
phone #: 860/424-4190, email: jeffrey.semancik@ct.gov

Page 45

MS

Insert new web address: http://www.msdh.ms.gov
Insert new email addresses for the following individuals:
•

B.J. Smith bobby.smith@msd.ms.gov;

•

Jimmy Carson jimmy.carson@msd.ms.gov;

•

Jayson Moak jayson.moak@msdh.ms.gov;

•

McArthur Washington mcarthur.washington@msdh.ms.gov;

Below B.J. Smith insert: Karl Barber, Health Physicist
Administrative, Environmental Monitoring and Emergency
Preparedness Branch, phone: 601/987-6893, email:
karl.barber@msd.ms.gov; Off-duty: 601/906-9429
Page 48

NE

Remove Sara Morgan and insert Jeremy Poell, email
address jeremy.poell@nebraska.gov

g
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CRCPD Directory Changes -

continued

July & August
Page 58

NY

Insert new email addresses for the following individuals:
•

Timothy Rice <timothy.rice@dec.ny.gov;

•

John E. Abunaw john.abunaw@dec.ny.gov;

•

John Mitchell john.mitchell@dec.ny.gov;

•

Thomas Papura Thomas.papura@dec.ny.gov;

•

Jerry Riggi jerry.riggi@dec.ny.gov;

•

Kenneth Martin kenneth.martin@dec.ny.gov;

•

Sandra Hinkel sandra.hinkel@dec.ny.gov;

•

Ann Marie Gray ann.gray@dec.ny.gov;

•

Markus Spivak markus.spivak@dec.ny.gov;

•

John Friscone john.friscone@dec.ny.gov; and

•

Tiffany Fischer tiffany.fischer@dec.ny.gov

Change Jessie Owens to Jessie Sangster and insert new
email: jessie.stangster@dec.ny.gov. Remove David J. O’Hehir in its
entirety.

g
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CRCPD Directory Changes -

continued

July & August
Page 61

NC

Insert new address: 1645 Mail Service Center, Raleigh,
NC 27699-1645; insert delivery/visitor address: One
Crosspointe Plaza, 1st Floor, 5505 Creedmoor Road,
Raleigh, NC 27612; Remove fax number; Insert the new
phone numbers for the following individuals:
•

Lee Cox 919/814-2252;

•

Jenny Rollins 919/814-2326;

•

James Albright 919/814-2251;

•

Amy Sawyer 919/814-2277;

•

Bennifer Pate 919/814-2272;

•

Grant Mills 919/814-2312;

•

William Jeffries 919/814-2271;

•

Randy Crowe 919/814-2305;

•

Sharn Jeffries 919/814-2311; and

•

Bonnie Poole 919/814-2325

Page 69

OR

Remove Kevin H. Siebert and insert vacant.

Page 94

VA

Remove Timothy Harris and insert vacant.

Page 111

FRMAC

Remove Ricky Honaker and insert Alvin Morris, CM/
FRMAC Program Manager, phone: 702/295-4944, email
alvin@morris.nnsa.doe.gov

Page 121

EPA

Insert delivery/courier address: 1301 Constitution Ave.,
NW, Washington, DC 20004

v
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In Memorium

Margaret A. Reilly

Margaret “Maggie” A. Reilly, a former health physicist
who played a key role in Pennsylvania’s response to the
1979 Three Mile Island nuclear accident, died recently
at her home in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. She was 73.
Maggie was a certified health physicist who worked more
than 30 years for the Pennsylvania Bureau of Radiation
Protection (BRP). For those who knew Maggie, they will
remember her as one of the most intelligent, witty and
eccentric individuals that graced the places and times
they shared.

Maggie featured in a
“Women in Science”
poster. (c1985)

Maggie surveying an X-ray
Diffraction Unit (c1970)

Margaret Reilly was born on December 24, 1941, in
Lebanon, PA, to Thomas P. Reilly and Helen (Arnold)
Reilly. She graduated from Lebanon Catholic High
School in 1959 where she was a member of the varsity
women’s basketball team. In 1963, she received a
B.S. in chemistry from Misericordia University. She
later received a U.S. Public Health Service Fellowship
in radiological health, received a master’s degree in
radiological health from Rutgers University in 1968,
and was promoted to Chief of the BRP’s Division of
Environmental Radiation.
In 1975, Maggie was appointed to a Brookhaven National
Laboratory team that visited Bikini Island to evaluate
the environmental impacts of nuclear weapons tests that
took place there. In the 1980s she played a major role in
identifying and investigating indoor radon as a significant
source of public radiation exposure. Maggie had a key
role in the state’s immediate and long-term response
to the Three Mile Island nuclear power reactor accident
in 1979. In fact, at a recent Penn State “TMI@35”
symposium, several of the presenters mentioned her
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In Memorium - continued

Margaret A. Reilly
skill and ‘unique sense of humor’ in their formal presentations. Just after the event
she captured the lessons learned from the accident and noted, “When all else fails,
consider intimidation,” and, “Keep a sense of humor.” It might be said she followed
that last lesson all throughout her life. [Note: Excerpts fromMaggie’s complete
informative and entertaining ‘TMI Lessons Learned’ summary are reprinted in this
newsletter.]
In September 2002, Maggie was interviewed at the Hershey Medical Center as part
of a Health Physics Society History Committee program of recording interviews
with senior members of the group. In retirement she was a consultant and helped
document the history of the Pennsylvania radiation control program. In 2000
Maggie was brought back as an annuitant to work in BRP in order to organize and
catalogue all of the bureau’s TMI records. Everyone in the office really enjoyed
having her at work again, and watching her ‘trip down memory lane’ with all those
records.
Maggie was an associate editor of Operational Health Physics and was featured in the
Women in Science poster that encouraged young women to enter the sciences. She
attended St. Patrick Cathedral in Harrisburg and was a member of the choir. It goes
without saying, but Maggie will be greatly missed by her family, as well as her many
friends and colleagues.
She is survived by her sister, Anne M. Lubenau, brother-in-law, Joel O. Lubenau, CHP
of Lititz, PA, and niece, Anne-Marie Lubenau, of Cambridge, MA. [Authors’ note: Joel
was a great resource for much of Maggie’s biographical information.]
A memorial service was held on Thursday, May 15th at St. Patrick Cathedral,
Harrisburg. Should you wish to honor Maggie, a donation may be made to Homeland
Hospice, 2300 Vartan Way, Suite 115, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
by David J. Allard, CHP, Elizabethtown, PA, and William P. Dornsife, PE, Harrisburg, PA
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Excerpts from Maggie Reilly’s TMI LESSONS LEARNED

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Don’t plan beyond the time frame of the first 4-6 hours. After that, the event has assumed its own
identity and has a life of its own.
The interactions of individuals and agencies are very much a function of mutual respect and
confidence prevailing at the time, and as such transcends planning.
The judgments of responsible officials depends on training and experience not on glossy, four color
plans.
Before you start something, you had better have a criterion, so you have a recognized point for
stopping it.
It is unwise to depend on offsite measurements for forming decisions for protective actions.
Guard against individuals and agencies who are not party to your plan, interfering in it.
Protect your information flow pattern described in the plan.
Have several confidential phone lines in place. Change the numbers after each crisis.
Get about twice as much communications capability as you think you’ll need, and use it regularly.
When attempting to make field estimates of airborne iodines, use silver zeolite. Noble gases love
to adsorb on charcoal. Noble gases will also screw up your background.
Noble gases are gases and will obey gas laws. They diffuse nicely. Staying indoors when nobles
are at fault doesn’t buy crap if the plume is near the ground.
Radon measurement is a growth industry. Radon is as ubiquitous as nematodes. Seek and ye shall
find.
The DOE’s Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability capabilities are better than I thought.
Before you sample anything, decide precisely what it is you want the data to tell you.
Don’t throw everything you have at it in the beginning. People do get weary. These events last a
long time.
Carry a tape recorder and talk to it regularly.
Isolate your decision makers from the press, from the miscellaneous phone call during the peak
crisis.
Beware of your own over reaction.
People who ought to know better will cavalierly slip an exponent sign, substitute micro for pico,
and confuse minutes with seconds. Check funny numbers.
While the acute episode is in progress, abandon the reading of newspapers, watching the tube,
listening to radio. These activities will only make you weird.
Keep on hand a supply of antacids, and analgesics. We have a jar of Rolaids labeled – TMI Mints.
Plan for delivery of food and for other niceties like sleeping facilities. You may not go home for a
while.

*

Plan for alternate analytic capabilities. It doesn’t take much of an accident to make your
background go to pot.

*

Events do not fulminate as many had believed. They develop at a rate sufficient to catch the
attention of those who will ignore your plan and muddy the water.

*

More energy will be expended in heading off decisions than in dealing with the real problem.
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Excerpts from Maggie Reilly’s TMI LESSONS LEARNED (continued)
*

Protective action recommendations are not amenable to committee vote.

*

When something big happens there are many who think “This is the chance of a lifetime. I may
never again have the opportunity to affect the outcome. It is, they won’t.

*

Everybody is an expert in reactor emergency management, and they aren’t afraid to step forward.

*

Get your Public Information Official in on the caper early. Update frequently.

*

Don’t be afraid to put nonessential calls on hold or to hang up

*

The federal response by DOE’s Radiological Assistance Program teams and tech was great.

*

Have any of you ever seen a federal emergency plan for fixed facilities?

*

The local radio guys are great.

*

Many elected and appointed officials are unacquainted with their duties, resources,
responsibilities, and powers. It always was and always will be, and will always remain the same.

*

Elected officials and the media are gluttons for information, whether they know what it means or
not. They will eat up your patience and stamina and time if you let them.

*

Many elected officials eventually turn out to be more perceptive than you originally thought.

*

Be glad that the USA is monolingual.

*

When all else fails, consider intimidation.

*

Keep a sense of humor.

Margaret Reilly
PA DER - Bureau of Radiation Protection
May, 1979
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CRCPD Board of Directors
Board position

Name

State

Work Phone

E-mail address

Chairperson....................Michael J. Snee......................Ohio.......................614/644-2727.........michael.snee@odh.ohio.gov
Chairperson-Elect...........William Irwin, Sc.D., CHP........Vermont.................802/865-7730.........William.irwin@state.vt.us
Past Chairperson............Joseph G. Klinger................... Illinois.....................217/785-9868..........joe.klinger@illinois.gov
Treasurer........................Jared Thompson.................... Arkansas.................501/661-2173..........jared.thompson@arkansas.gov
Treasurer-Elect...............Aaron Gantt..........................South Carolina........803/545-4420..........gantta@dhec.sc.gov
Member-at-Large...........Cheryl Rogers........................Wisconsin...............608/266-8135..........Cheryl.rogers@wisconsin.gov
Member-at-Large...........Lisa Bruedigan....................... Texas.......................512/834-6770..........lisa.bruedigan@dshs.state.tx.us
Member-at-Large...........Patrick Mulligan.....................New Jersey.............609/984-7700..........patrick.mulligan@dep.state.nj.us

CRCPD Councils
Environmental Nuclear Council

William Irwin, Sc.D., CHP (VT) 802/865-7730

General Council and Liaisons

William.irwin@state.vt.us
J. Thompson (AR) 501/661-2173

Healing Arts Council

jared.thompson@arkansas.gov
L. Bruedigan (TX) 512/834-6770, Ext. 2701

Homeland Security/Emergency
Response Council
Suggested State Regulations Council

lisa.bruedigan@dshs.state.tx.us
P. Mulligan (NJ) 609/984-7700 patrick.mulligan@dep.state.
nj.us
Cheryl Rogers (WI) 608/266-8135 Cheryl.rogers@wisconsin.gov

The Newsbrief is published in February, April, June, August,
October, and December by the Office of Executive Director,
Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors, Inc., 1030
Burlington Lane, Suite 4B, Frankfort, KY 40601. Telephone:
502/227-4543; fax: 502/227-7862; Web site: <www.crcpd.org>.
The Newsbrief is written to address the needs of all radiation
control program personnel. Readers are encouraged to contribute
newsworthy or informative items for the Newsbrief, with neither
charges nor stipends for the items that are selected. News of state
radiation control programs is especially sought.

Articles should be sent to CRCPD, Attn: Sue Smith, 1030 Burlington Lane,
Suite 4B, Frankfort, KY 40601 (fax: 502/227-7862; email: <ssmith@crcpd.
org>. The deadline for contributions is the 15th of the month before an
issue is to be published.
The opinions and statements by contributors to this publication, or
attachments hereto, are not necessarily the opinions or positions of
CRCPD. The mention of commercial firms, services, or products in
the Newsbrief is not to be construed as either an actual or implied
endorsement of such firms, services, or products by CRCPD.
This publication is supported in part by a Cooperative Agreement (No. FD1U18FD00-4840) administered by the Food and Drug Administration.
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